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Introduction
Role Lettering is a psychological technique, developed
from the field of correctional education. In this method,
one stands on both of the perspectives of “oneself” and
“other”, and by interchanging these two roles, both of
the sides mutually communicate with each other by
letter１）. Today, this method is used in areas such as
clinical education and school education. The purpose of
Role Lettering is to let one realize one’s own problems,
and it is said to have an effect of self-counseling.
Thereupon, it is considered whether it is possible to
apply the method as a mental support for nursing stu-
dents who are learning under a tight scheduled curricu-
lum in order to become a profession related human life.
So far, there are many reports２－９）on the high level of
stress among nursing students and on their anxiety/
fatigue symptoms during their clinical practice. Also,
as a way to intervene such stress and troubles, there
have been reports１０－１１）on teaching methods to deal with
such issues and the effectiveness of the use of humor.
However, there have been few researches on a method
of intervention working as a mental support for nursing
students. Moreover, it is hard to find a report in which
Role Lettering is used for such a purpose.
In this research, in order to perform Role Lettering to
nursing students for the first time, the simplest method
of Role Lettering, the “time-machine message” will be
employed. This method involves writing letters “from
me in the present to myself in the future” and “from me
in the future to myself in the present”. The time-
machine message method is to be performed to nursing
students, and subsequently the effect of it will be
considered.
Purpose
Role Lettering will be performed to１st and２nd year
nursing students, and subsequently it will be considered
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whether it has an adequate efficacy for a method of
mental support.
Method
The subjects were１１９ of１st and２nd year female
nursing students at a college of nursing. The purpose
of this research was explained, and then a form for time-
machine message was distributed to them. This form
consisted of a piece of paper, and the first half of the
form was the space to write a letter “from me in the
present to myself in the future” and the last half was to
write a letter “from me in the future to myself in the
present”. The subjects were explained “write a letter
to yourself in the future, and then reply to that letter by
getting into the role of you-in-the-future”. Twenty
minutes were set for the writing task. The age of the-
subjects-in-the-future and the content of the letter were
not restricted. After writing a time-machine message,
the subjects were asked to describe their impressions of
having done the task, and the ages and occupations of
the subjects-in-the-future.
As an ethical concern, the followings were explained :
the time-machine messages would remain anonymous ;
cooperation was voluntary and there would be no
disadvantage for not participating ; the contents of the
research were to be processed so that a particular
participant would not be identified. On the top of that,
the nursing students who had agreed to cooperate were
asked to submit the completed form of time-machine
message. The KJ method was employed for analysis.
Results
The collection rate was ８５．７％（１０２ nursing stu-
dents）. The valid number of the messages was９６（the
valid answer rate of９４．１％）.
１．The ages and occupations of the subjects in the
future to whom the letters were written by them-
selves in the present.
The ages of the subjects-in-the-future to whom the
letters had been written were as shown in the Table１.
The most selected age was３０, as２２ of the subjects
chose. Also, the total of２９of the whole subjects chose
to write to themselves-in-the-late-２０s. The occupations
of the-subjects-in-the-future to whom the subjects in the
present wrote a letter were as shown in the Table２.
The largest number of７０of the whole subjects selected
their future occupation as nurse. There were７of the
subjects who wrote their future occupation as “can’t
imagine”.
２．The contents of the time-machine messages
The written contents of the time-machine messages
were classified by the KJ method and divided as shown
in the Table３.
（１）The group of the subjects who wrote questions to
themselves in the future（Table４）.
The most written questions were respectively :
“What do you do?”（２８of the subjects）, “Do you work
hard as a nurse?”（２２）, “How are you?”（１７）. As the
replies to these questions, the most written messages
Table２ The occupations of the subjects in the future to whom
letters were written
Occupation : No. of the subjects
Nurse：５６ Student：２
Public health nurse：７ Nursing teacher：１
Midwife：７ Medical staff：１
Can’t imagine：７ Unemployed：１
YOGO teacher：６ Others：１
Housewife：４ Not answered：３
Table１ The chosen ages of the subjects in the future to whom
letters were written
Age : No. of the subjects
２３：８ ２９：８ ３６：１
２４：４ ３０：２２ ４０：４
２５：１２ ３１：１ ４２：１
２６：４ ３２：２ More than５０：８
２７：８ ３３：１
２８：９ ３５：２ Not answered：１
Table３ The contents of the time-machine messages
１．The group of the subjects who wrote questions to them-
selves in the future.
２．The group of the subjects who wrote reports about their
present situations to themselves in the future.
３．The group of the subjects who wrote words of encourage-
ment towards themselves in the future.
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were : “I am happy now as my dream has come true”
（１９）, “If you don’t study now, you will face many
difficulties in the future”（１７）.
（２）The group of the subjects who wrote reports about
their present situations to themselves in the future
（Table５）
The most written reports were respectively : “I am
worried about my future”（１１）, “I am doing my best to
get close to my dream”（９）, “I feel discouraged as the
study is hard”（６）, “As the specialized study has started,
I am feeling a mixture of expectation and anxiety”（６）.
As the replies to these reports, the most written mes-
sages were the followings : “You may find difficulties in
your school days, but you will realize when you look
back in the future that those days are the best period
when you can do many things”（１７）, “Study hard and
also play hard”（１０）, “Think carefully about the course
of your life, and do what you have to do”（９）, “Please
have a variety of experiences”（８）.
（３）The group of the subjects who wrote words of en-
couragement towards themselves in the future
（Table６）
The most written encouragements were respec-
tively : “Please try hard to be a fine nurse”（７）, “Please
do your best for a happy life”（６）, “Please take care of
yourself and do your best”（５）. As the replies to these,
the most written messages were : “Please have done as
much study as possible”（１１）, “I would like to express
my thanks to you in the past”（２）.
Table４ The contents of the time-machine messages
－The group of the subjects who wrote questions to
themselves in the future－
【From the subjects in the present to themselves in the future】
・What do you do?（２８of the subjects）
・Do you work hard as a nurse?（２２）
・How are you?（１７）
・Are you married? If so, have you got a child?（１３）
・Have your dream come true?（１１）
・Have you become a fine nurse?（１０）
・Are you happy?（６）
・Do you work hard?（５）
・Do you get used to your job?（４）
・Is your work tough?（３）
・Do you try hard?（３）
・Do you still go about with the same boyfriend as the one I
am with now?（２）
・Have you become and behaved like a grown-up?（２）
・Does your experiences in your school days help you?（１）
・Do you have a happy family?（１）
・Have you grown up?（１）
・Have you become a midwife?（１）
・Have you become a public health nurse?（１）
・What kind of person have you become?（１）
・What kind of grandmother have you become?（１）
・Don’t you worry about small things?（１）
【From the subjects in the future to themselves in the present】
・I am happy now as my dream has come true.（１９）
・If you don’t study now, you will face many difficulties in
the future.（１７）
・It will be good to have a variety of experiences.（１１）
・Try hard no matter what difficulty lies.（４）
・Enjoy the time of your youth.（３）
・I am fine.（３）
・I owe my happiness to you in the past, thank you.（２）
・Please be an honest person.（２）
・I work vary hard.（２）
・Now I am used to what I do.（１）
・I have become a midwife.（１）
Table５ The contents of the time-machine messages
－The group of the subjects who wrote reports about
their present situations to themselves in the future－
【From the subjects in the present to themselves in the future】
・I am worried about my future.（１１of the subjects）
・I am doing my best to get close to my dream.（９）
・I feel discouraged as the study is hard.（６）
・As the specialized study has started, I am feeling a mix-
ture of expectation and anxiety.（６）
・For now, I so often get surprised and make mistakes.（２）
・Now I feel that the study is very hard.（１）
・I want to be a far nicer person than I am now.（１）
・I am overcoming difficulties.（１）
【From the subjects in the future to themselves in the present】
・You may find difficulties in your school days, but you will
realize when you look back in the future that those days
are the best period when you can do many things.（１７）
・Study hard and also play hard.（１０）
・Think carefully about the course of your life, and do what
you have to do.（９）
・Please have a variety of experiences.（８）
・Please live your days with all your might.（４）
・Please be a nurse who put oneself in a patient’s place.（２）
・Now I yearn toward the old days when I was dreaming.（１）
・I thank you for your efforts which have made me what I
am.（１）
・Don’t be discouraged.（１）
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３．The impressions of the subjects after writing the
time-machine messages（Table７）
The most written impressions were respectively : “It
was fun to imagine myself in the future”（１９）, “By
writing the image of myself in the future, I could clarify
my goal and feel active”（１９）, “I could recognize once
again what I want to do in the future”（１９）. The fol-
lowings were the examples of the minority impressions :
“I understand what I feel anxious about”（２）, “I found
myself relaxed by writing down my anxious feeling”（１）.
Discussion
The nursing students to whom Role Lettering was
performed in this research were in their１st or２nd year
at school, so that most of them were at the ages of
between１８and２０. In the ages of the subjects-in-the-
future, the most imagined ages were between late２０s
and３０, this implied that a large number of the subjects
wrote a letter to themselves-in-not-so-far-future. Be-
cause of this, it is understandable that about８０％ of the
subjects imagined their future occupation as nurse.
Although it was only７of the subjects in the research
who stated their future occupation as “can’t imagine”, it
can be interpreted that there are students who are not
sure about their future.
In the contents of the reports about the subjects’
present situations to themselves in the future, it can be
inferred from such reports as “I am worried about my
future” and “I feel discouraged as the study is hard”
that there are students who find difficult to be positive
about becoming a nurse. They are in the period after１
or２years from the enrollment in which more special-
ized courses of study need to be undertaken, and practi-
cal training is near at hand. Probably, they are in a
transition from the period of expectation and delight at
the enrollment to the period during which they may find
difficulty in studying and feel anxious about their apti-
tude for their future jobs. Therefore, a possibility that
it could use of Role Lettering as a screening to find out
students in such a mental state was suggested.
To the reports of the subjects’ reports about their
present situations, they-in-the-future gave an advice
“You may find difficulties in your school days, but you
will realize when you look back in the future that those
days are the best period when you can do many things”.
Table６ The contents of the time-machine messages
－The group of the subjects who wrote words of en-
couragement towards themselves in the future－
【From the subjects in the present to themselves in the future】
・Please try hard to be a fine nurse.（７of the subjects）
・Please do your best for a happy life.（６）
・Please take care of yourself and do your best.（５）
・Please work hard.（３）
・Please have a fulfilling life which can satisfy you.（２）
・Keep on doing your best.（２）
・I believe your dream have already come true, so do your
best on anything with pride.（１）
【From the subjects in the future to themselves in the present】
・Please have done as much study as possible.（１１）
・I would like to express my thanks to you in the past.（２）
・It is necessary to make efforts to become a nurse.（１）
・Try to do things that you can do only now.（１）
・Please live your life with thoughtfulness.（１）
・I am worried about you.（１）
Table７ The impressions of the subjects after writing the time-
machine messages
・It was fun to imagine myself in the future.（１９ of the
subjects）
・By writing the image of myself in the future, I could
clarify my goal and feel active.（１９）
・I could recognize once again what I want to do in the
future.（１９）
・My dream has swelled.（１０）
・I felt self-conscious to write to myself.（８）
・I will do my best to become like the one I wrote down in
the letter as what I would be like in the future.（７）
・I would like to read my letter again some years later.（６）
・It was difficult to imagine myself in the future.（６）
・I hope my ideal life I wrote to myself in the future will
come true.（６）
・I reaffirmed my own dream.（５）
・Now I can see what I should do.（４）
・I was encouraged by myself in the future.（３）
・I understand what I feel anxious about.（２）
・I felt odd to write a letter to myself in the future.（２）
・Now I would really like to know my future.（２）
・I would like to treat myself more importantly for myself-
in-the-future.（１）
・I found myself relaxed by writing down my anxious
feeling.（１）
・The letter sent to me from the future turned out to be
similar to what my parents always tell me.（１）
・I felt refreshed.（１）
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In the impressions of the subjects, it can be inferred
from the impressions such as “By writing the image of
myself in the future, I could clarify my goal and feel
active” and “I could recognize once again what I want to
do in the future” that Role Lettering can be an opportu-
nity for them to think over themselves and a help for
them to change their feeling so that they can start
thinking positively.
From the impressions “I understand what I feel
anxious about” and “I found myself relaxed by writing
down my anxious feeling”, it can be considered that
they might have been able to think about themselves in
an objective way by clarifying their feelings as writing.
By using this function, therefore, it is considered to be
possible to apply Role Lettering into self-counseling.
As the replies to the questions and encouragements
from the subjects-in-the-present, the-subjects-in-the-
future returned advices with the contents such as “I
want you to study now”. In order to enhance one’s mo-
tivation to learn, it is important for oneself to realize the
necessity of learning. It was suggested that motivation
for learning is reinforced by employing Role Lettering.
Furthermore, it was considered that the importance of
studying being told by the-subjects-in-the-future who
had made their dreams come true would lead the nurs-
ing students to obtain the confidence in achieving their
goals and be helpful for their self-effect to be enhanced.
Conclusions
The time-machine messages written by the nursing
students were analyzed. As a result, they wrote let-
ters to themselves-in-the-future, the contents of which
could be construed as “questions”, “reports about their
present situations” and “encouragements”. In the re-
plies to them, many of the subjects-in-the-future who
had made their dreams come true gave advices on what
the subjects-in-the-present should do for the future. It
was suggested that there were effects of leading one to
a positive feeling by letting one recognize one’s future
dream and think over oneself, and of motivating for
studying. Also, it was considered that the imagining of
oneself having achieved a goal would be possible to be a
help in enhancing one’s own self-effect. Moreover, it
was found that the Role Lettering method could be
expected to be used as a screening to find out students
who have mental problems at early stage.
Prospective future objectives
In this research, time-machine message was per-
formed to all the nursing students together for only
once, thus they seemed to be enjoying writing. How-
ever, if there is an increase in the level of stress as
school grades advance higher, then it is possible that
more serious and problematic situations may be written.
In that case, it is necessary to consider a way to protect
the privacy of the participant when writing down. Also,
in this time, no feedback on the contents written by the
nursing students was done. However, if Role Lettering
is to be introduced in real situations in future, one of the
issues is how to return advices to students. We would
like to consider such issues continuously.
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